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Are VocAtionAl expert opinions
releVAnt for pD Assessment of injuries

on or After jAnuAry 1, 2013?

by Tracy sturtevant, LFLM oakland

the answer to this question is “perhaps.”  While it is clear that the standard
for assessing pd was changed with the passage of Labor Code Section
4660.1, which applies to all injuries on or after January 1, 2013, how this stat-
ue is to be interpreted remains unclear.

Labor Code Section 4660.1 reads in part:

a) in determining the percentages of permanent disability, account
shall be taken of the nature of the physical injury or disfigure-
ment, the occupation of the injured employee, and his or her age
at the time of injury.

b) For purposes of this section, the “nature of the physical injury or
disfigurement” shall incorporate the descriptions and measure-
ments of physical impairments and the corresponding percentages
of impairments published in the american Medical association
(aMa) guides to the evaluation of permanent impairment (5th
edition), as provided in the guides, multiplied by an adjustment
factor of 1.4

everyone agrees that this statute eliminated “diminished Future earning
Capacity” as a factor in determining permanent disability.  in exchange, the
level of pd was increased by using a 1.4 adjustment factor.   the stated
Legislative intent was that this change “eliminates the diminished future
earnings capacity from the determination of permanent disability, and limits
the definition of permanent disability to include only a consideration of how
age and occupation affects the overall classification of employment of the
injured worker, rather than the individual injured worker’s ability to
compete in the open labor market or reduction of future earnings.”
(emphasis added).

employers and carriers interpret this language as an intent to eliminate the
costly vocational expert reports, in effect overturning Lebeouf.  the quid-
pro-quo for the injured workers’ ceding the right to challenge the schedule
through vocational evidence is an automatic 1.4 increase in the rating for all
injuries.  no longer are vocational assessments of an applicant’s diminished
further earning capacity or inability to compete in the open labor market rel-
evant, and there is therefore no need for vocational experts’ analysis.
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sAturDAy is the 6th Working DAy? reAlly?

calculation of ur Decision timeframes and the Gomez Decision

by: Jessica neal, LFLM anaheim

California Department of Corrections and

rehabilitation parole and Community services v.

W.C.a.b. (gomez, Jose) addressed a deceptively

simple issue.  What constitutes a “working day” for

the purposes of utilization review?  in gomez, both

the WCab and the Court of appeals determined

that the day after thanksgiving is in fact a working

day and “counts” in determining the timeliness of a

ur decision despite the fact that the day after

thanksgiving is a WCab holiday.  this is a signif-

icant opinion on statutory construction that should

remind us that the words used in the Labor Code are

terms of art that are precisely chosen to fit into a

larger statutory scheme and should be interpreted as

such.  the term “working day” is one such term.

Just because the WCab is not working, it does not

mean ur is not working.

in gomez, the applicant sustained industrial injuries

to his neck, back, left upper arm, left shoulder, and

other body parts on 4/6/2001 while employed as a

parole agent for defendant California department

of Corrections and rehabilitation, parole and

Community Services.  he was later awarded work-

ers’ compensation benefits with future medical

treatment.  on 11/23/16, defendant received via fax

an rFa from applicant’s treating physician request-

ing authorization to perform a cervical spine injec-

tion.  the next day was thanksgiving day.  on the

following Friday (12/2/2016), defendant’s ur

requested additional information from the treating

physician.  Five days after making the request, on

12/7/2016, ur denied authorization for the recom-

mended treatment.  

applicant asserted that the ur determination was

untimely because the Friday after thanksgiving was

a “business” or “working” day for the purposes of

the ur timeframes set forth in Labor Code Section

4610 and 8 Cal. Code reg. Section 9792.9.1.  the

WCJ agreed and ordered defendant to authorize the

requested medical treatment.  reconsideration was

denied by the WCab.  defendant filed a Writ of

review that was ultimately denied by the Court of

appeals.

the WCJ pointed out that the phrase “working

day” or “business day” is not defined in the work-

ers’ compensation statutes or regulations; however,

Labor Code Section 4600.4 requires that ur ser-

vices be available from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. pacific

Standard time of each normal business day, and

states that the phrase “normal business day” has

the same meaning as a “business day” under Civil

Code Section 9.  the Civil Code, in turn, defines a

“business day” as every day other than Sundays

and specified government holidays.  under this sec-

tion, a Saturday is also not a holiday.  (gans v. smull

(Cal. app. 2d dist. aug. 29, 2003), 111 Cal. app.

4th 985.)   government Code Section 6700(a) con-

tains a list of government holidays observed in

California, but the Friday after thanksgiving is not

included on the list.  the WCJ found these provi-

sions controlling and, accordingly, concluded that

the Friday after thanksgiving is a normal working

day for purposes of calculating the time for ur to

respond to a request for authorization. 

the WCJ further determined that state holidays

identified in government Code provisions cited by

defendant were personnel-related provisions

applicable to state employees and did not apply to

ur timeframes, and that defendant’s reliance on

certain oSha regulations was misplaced, as these

regulations were specific to oSha and inapplicable

to workers’ compensation issues.  the WCab

denied reconsideration for the reasons stated in the

WCJ’s report, portions of which were adopted and

incorporated by the WCab.  Like the WCJ, the

WCab concluded that the controlling provision is

Labor Code Section 4600.4.
(Continued on page 3)
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the Court of appeals determined that this was a

question of law that depends on the application of

the relevant statutory and regulatory language.  the

Court of appeals found that while the day after

thanksgiving is a holiday for state employees

(which includes the Workers’ Compensation

appeals board), Labor Code Section 4600.4 explic-

itly provides the method for determining whether a

given day is to be regarded as a “normal business

day” for purposes of ur decisions.  as a result, the

WCJ correctly relied on Labor Code Section 4600.4,

Civil Code Sections 7 and 9, and government Code

Section 6700 in determining that the day after

thanksgiving is a “normal business day” in which

ur must be available.  because ur must be avail-

able, the Court of appeals reasoned that it therefore,

must be “counted” when determining the timeframe

in which a ur decision must be issued.  the Court

of appeal stated that “[w]e cannot rely upon infor-

mal, non-statutory construction to change the statu-

tory determination.”

What is the take away from the gomez decision?

the method used to calculate “working days” is the

same method used in Civil Code Sections 7 and 9

with reference to government Code Section 6700,

which does not necessarily include all days in which

the WCab is closed.  it also includes Saturdays pur-

suant to the line of reasoning in this case.  More gen-

erally, it teaches us an important lesson about statu-

tory construction and interpretation - a word or

phrase that we may think we understand when it

comes to common or everyday usage, may have a

different or more precise meaning when taken in the

context of the workers’ compensation statutory

scheme. z

ur Decision timefrAmes
(Continued FroM page 2)

While this argument seems to carry great weight for
those cases in which pd is less than 100%, it is
more problematic when the claim is alleged to be
100% pd.   although the legislators expressed their
intent that “inability to compete in the open labor
market” would be irrelevant, that is not what is writ-
ten into the statute.  applicant attorneys point to
Labor Code Section 4660.1(g) which confirms that
“nothing in this section shall preclude a finding of
permanent disability in accordance with Section
4662.”  and, Labor Code Section 4662(b), which
allows permanent total disability to be determined
“…in accordance with the fact,” was not eliminated
or amended.

the issue was addressed by a panel decision hanus
v urs/aeCoM Corporation (2018 Cal. Wrk.
Comp. pd Lexis, anaheim district office, issued
July 20, 2018).  defendant filed a petition for
reconsideration from an award of 100% pd based
on a medical opinion coupled with a vocational
expert report which concluded that Mr. hanus was
unable to participate in vocational retraining and
unable to compete in the open labor market.  not
only did the commissioners on the panel allow the
vocational experts report into evidence, they upheld
the 100% pd award stating:  “…the descriptions of

The Workers’ Compensation Newsletter is pub-
lished by Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi LLP.
Contributors to this issue include Tracy Sturtevant
(Oakland) and Jessica Neal (Anaheim). 

Should you have any questions or comments
regarding the Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi
newsletter, or would like to suggest a topic or
recent case you think would be of interest, please
contact:

Janet Zamecki (LFLM Oakland)
E: jzamecki@lflm.com   T: (510) 628-0496

Omar Behnawa (LFLM San Diego)
E: obehnawa@lflm.com   T: (619) 233-9898

Nat Cordellos (LFLM San Francisco)
E: ncordellos@lflm.com   T: (415) 781-6676

Maryam Jalali (LFLM Anaheim)
E: mjalali@lflm.com   T: (714) 385-9400

(Continued on page 4)
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VocAtionAl expert opinions
(Continued FroM page 3)

the extent of applicant’s impairments which are
caused by his industrial injury in the medical reports
of…as referenced and considered by the vocational
expert…support the WCJ’s finding that applicant is
permanently totally disabled.”  there is nothing in
the decision indicating that defendant also offered a
vocational expert assessment into evidence.  this
case may be up on appeal.  While it does provide
insight into how at least three commissioners view
this issue, it is for now only binding on the parties in
that case. 

a recent case decided by the third district Court of
appeals, dept. of Corrections and rehabilitation &
sCiF v WCab (Fitzpatrick), pertains to the question
of using Labor Code Section 4662(b) to prove 100%
permanent disability.  although addressing a pre-
2013 injury (and in a footnote the court confirmed
that they were not addressing the 2012 amendments
to Labor Code Section 4660), language in

Fitzpatrick is arguably applicable to injuries on or
after January 1, 2013.  the court clarified that use of
Labor Code Section 4660 is mandatory; there is no
basis for concluding that Labor Code 4662(b) cre-
ates a second independent path to permanent total
disability.

however, in Fitzpatrick, the WCab apparently
ignored vocational evidence, which is referenced as
being part of the defendant’s argument on appeal.
the judge apparently relied only on the medical
experts.  Fitzpatrick seems to suggest that vocation-
al evidence may be relevant.

another of the arguments raised by applicant attor-
neys relies on the almaraz-guzman cases, which
arguably allow using factors which may not apply to
the specific body part but are still within “the four
corners” of the guides.  this argument points to lan-
guage on page 8 of the guides which defines dis-
ability as “…an alteration of an individual’s
capacity to meet personal, social or occupational
demands…because of an impairment” (emphasis
in the original).  reference is also made to language
on page 9 which states “(a)n individual with a med-
ical impairment can have no disability for some
occupations, yet be very disabled for others.”  taken
together, the argument is that the guides themselves
allow “within the four corners” for vocational analy-
sis of impairment to support a physician’s opinion as
the doctor does not have the expertise to determine
the “…alteration of an individual’s capacity to
meet…occupational demands…;” that would be the
purview of a vocational expert.  this argument
would apply to all levels of pd, not just the potential
100%.

the conundrum for defendants is what steps should
be taken to limit delay and cost exposure to what are
not inexpensive vocational assessments.   Some
judges take the position that for post-2012 injuries,
vocational reports are no longer relevant; others
allow them in on a case-by-case basis.  the lesson to
take from hanus and Fitzpatrick seems to be that a
defendant who doesn’t rebut the opinion of an appli-
cant vocational expert may do so at their peril.
Labor Code Section 4660.1 has not, so far, reduced
or eliminated this expense. z

Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi LLP has 11 offices

throughout California to handle your company’s

workers’ compensation cases.  Our offices are

located in Anaheim, Fresno, Oakland, Pasadena,

Redding, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San

Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, and Santa

Monica.  All are staffed with attorneys who are

able to represent your interest before the

Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board and Office

of Workers’ Compensation Programs.

Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi LLP conducts edu-

cational classes and seminars for clients and pro-

fessional organizations.  Moreover, we would be

pleased to address your company with regard to

recent legislative changes and their application to

claims handling or on any subject in the workers’

compensation field which may be of interest to

you or about which you believe your staff should

be better informed.  In addition, we would be

happy to address your company on recent appel-

late court decisions in the workers’ compensation

field, the American with Disabilities Act, or on the

topic of workers’ compensation subrogation.

Please contact Caryn Rinaldini in our Anaheim

Office.

Telephone Number:   (714) 385-9400

Email:   crinaldini@lflm.com  
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upcoming conferences

2018 national Workers’ compensation and Disability conference & expo
December 5 - December 7, 2018

Mandalay bay - Las Vegas, nevada

2019 pArmA conference
public agency risk Managment association

february 10 - february 13, 2019

disneyland hotel - anaheim, California
marc leibowitz (LFLM San diego) & jesus mendoza (LFLM San Francisco) will be presenting.

Come by to see LFLM at Booth #232 or the LFLM Sponsored Cyber PARMA

2019 DWc educational conference
division of Workers’ Compensation

los Angeles:  february 11 - february 12

oakland:  february 29 - march 1

2019 coalition of Workers’ compensation
july 17 - july 19, 2019

disney’s grand Californian hotel & Spa - anaheim, California

kids’ chance of california (kcocA)
educating Children of injured Workers

KCoCa is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing need-based scholarships to the children of

fatally or seriously injured workers in California.  now in its fifth year since inception, KCoCa has

raised more than $480,000 and provided 19 students with scholarships for college and technical school.

the organization maintains exhibit booths and speaking opportunities at the various industry conferences

throughout California such as CWC, parMa, dWC Los angeles and oakland, as well as CSia.

if you are attending any of these conferences, swing by the KCoCa booth and say hello!

pick up some information on how you can get involved in

improving the lives of the children of injured workers.

Make a donation, refer a scholarship or volunteer your time.

Visit kidschanceca.org or call (415) 561-6275.

DiVersity

the LFLM diversity Committee, carroll Wheatley (San bernardino), nat cordellos (San Francisco),
omar Behnawa (San diego) and erin Walker (oakland), is initiating another year of the LFLM diversity
book Scholarships for law schools around the state. this Fall, LFLM has been proud to sponsor the Santa
Clara School of Law diversity gala benefitting the thurgood Marshall Civil rights Scholarship Fund as
well as sponsoring the Lambda Fall Spectacular benefitting the Jeffrey poile LgbtQ Memorial
Scholarship at university of the pacific Mcgeorge School of Law.  We encourage LFLM attorneys and
clients to contact the LFLM diversity Committee regarding events-of-interest in 2019 with respect to
diversity & inclusion efforts within the legal profession to expand our efforts! 


